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GEORGE FOX UNIVERSITY

traiflAOC Bon Appetit adopts eco-friendiy

OOing ideas once a week
By BRITTANY MURRAY
Reporter

On September 30, George Fox
University initiated Traylcss Tuesday: an attempt
by Bon /\ppetit to care for the world to reduce
the amount of wasted food and conserve water

and energy. So how did Trayless Tuesday get
started? What is its purpose? What are the plans
for it? Denny Lawrence, general manager of
Bon /\ppctit, answered some questions students
have about the newly founded custom.

Traylcss Tuesday is an endeavor by

"The Bon" to conserve water and energy. About

a year ago, Lawrence heard about colleges across
the United States who were removing traj's
from their cafeterias. This led to an enormous

amount of research including internet searches

and telephone calls, all done in an attempt
to investigate the pitfalls and obstacles other
schools had to endure by removing trays, and to
find out how we could make positive changes
to avoid these mistakes.

Photo courtesy of georgefox.edu

Patrick Allen, new provost of GFU
B y N ATA L I E G O U L D
News

Editor

George Fox University has a new provost:
Patrick Allen. Allen, who has taught and been
in administration at several other institutions

around the country, has a fresh and unique take
on how the faculty can best serve the students.
A provost has an interesting job description.
The provost overlooks and guides the academic
faculty and curriculum. He may not directly
work with the students, but he does have a

major say in what they learn and the methods in
which they learn.
"Facultv builds the bridges that students
walk upon," is Alien's theory concerning
education. Me believes that a great education
comes from the faculty who teach it. Of course,

Can limiting the use of trays really reduce
the amount of water and energy used? When
it is broken down, students use an average of
700 trays each meal or 2,100 trays each day.
The rack where the trays arc cleaned holds 10
trays and uses five to six gallons of water to
clean those trays. That is 350 gallons per meal
and roughly 1,050 gallons per week. On average
GFU would be saving 17,000 gallons of water
every school year.
/Xnothcr reason why Trayless Tuesday was
implemented was to decrease the amount of
food wasted at each meal. Because the meal

Photo by MEGAN McFARLAND

Students struggle with carrying their food without a tray,
plan is all you can eat, students cannot be told

how much food they can take, and the Bon docs

not want to control how much food they cat.

If students do not have trays, they arc less likely
to make a second trip to get more food unless
they arc still hungry, therefore reducing the

Using trays allows students to get piles of food
they probably will not cat. Instead of taking one
glass of milk and getting a refill when they want

amount of waste at each meal. The Bon is still

more, many students take two glasses at one

Why go to all this trouble? Is it really
that big of a deal that food is being wasted?

time, often leaving the second glass untouched.

trying to measure how much food will actually
be saved.

See TRAYS I page 8

Community garden gives back Security enforces

Little-known garden takes root in the heart of Newberg

new methods of

oarking control
By KEVIN BROWN
Guest Reporter

there is student initiative and motivation to

learn, but teachers have the power to impart
that attitude among their students.

George Fox students found a small surprise

/Mien says the most difficult thing thus far,

coming back from summer this year. /Mong

other than the Obama incident, has been trying

with new homes, classes, and friends, students

to wrap his mind around the complexity of
George Fox. With campuses in Salem, Portland,
and stretching out to Boise, Idaho, for example,

some students did not think twice about it,

also received brand new parking passes. While
others saw these stickers as ways to restrict
them to certain parking lots and as ways for
them to pay more money in fines. Recent
interviews with students drew complaints such
as, "why the change?" "can it be stolen if it is

it is no wonder Allen is adjusting to the vastness
of GFU. He works with six deans representing

the different graduate and doctoral programs.
He says that he does not like to feel like he
is in charge of everyone. "1 am helping the
deans to help the faculty to help the students.

on the outside?" "this will leave residue on

my car" and "this will be impossible to get
off." Well, to put those troubled minds to ease,
Ed Gierok, head of the security offices, had

See PROVOST 1 page 8
Photo by KEVIN BROWN

Finding out
where your
money goes

B y N ATA L I E G O U L D
News Editor

corge Fox has many ways to get

GTinvolved, some beter known than

faculty, staff, and students.
Originally the garden was funded by a
few people, but now is supplemented by a $15
membership fee.

others. One of the less known ways is

There are 18 total beds, but often times

the Community Garden, located between the

people pair up and work on one together. "This
year we are going to be even more organized

V i l l a A c a d e m i c C e n t e r a n d C o f fi n h a l l .

of philosophy and religion, was teaching on

and ha%'e regular times where everyone comes
and works and eats together," Beals says.
The members have shared meals together
over the year, prepared by food that was
cultivated in the garden. "We are all learning

Wendell Berry. GFU graduate, Tyler Hale, was
working on a class project for the seminar and

more about organic gardening, tending the soil,
eating locally, and working together to care for

money students pay each year go? Into more

was planting seeds to start new plants. When he

places than one could count.
Mike Goins, vice president for financial
affairs, is involved in overseeing just where

had nowhere to put his new plants, he started

Because GFU is trying to learn to be more

those precious dollars go. With over $55 million

asking questions. Beals and Hale met with
Clyde Thomas, director of plant services, and

"green," the garden is a great opportunity to
participate in that effort. It is a way in which

told him they knew of raised beds by some
of the university houses and asked if they
could use them. Thomas told them those beds
would be too shady, but there was some land

and tenders of the garden, it is outreaching

An exclusive look on watching

thirty thousand dollars disappear
By NATALIE GOULD
News Editor

Where does the $30,000 or so of tuition

being collected each year, it is important funds

get distributed fairly and sufficiently to each
department in the university. The staff, each
department, faculty, Bon Appetit, maintenance,
renovations and remodels, mortgages, electric

and water, technology, among a few, all must
be financed and paid. Suddenly a very large
amount of money shrinks away.
"I do not think 1 have ever seen a

year where tuition does not rise," Goins

Started in April 2007, the garden has been
a growing project in organic gardening and
local eating. The garden was the product of
a seminar Corey Beals, assistant professor

surrounding where the old helicopter pad was
for the hospital that could be utilized.
Hale, along side of a small group of students

and faculty, dedicated dozens and dozens of

hours to the new garden. They propped and
amended the soil in preparation for the plants
to take root.

This is the second completed season for

commented.

See TUITION I page 8

the garden, and had 25 people involved from

the earth," Beals said.

real results can be seen.

Not only is it giving back to the growers
into the community. "At the recent community
celebration on the south side of Newberg, Sheila

and Doug Bartlett (members of the garden this
year) gave away over 200 pounds of vegetables
and talked to over 200 people about organic,
local gardening," Beals states.

If the garden is of interest, contact Corey
Beals at cbeals@georgefox.edu, and sign up
from there. "It's been a lot of work, but it has

been very rewarding," Beals concludes.

answers to the questions that students have
regarding these little stickers.

According to security, the parking permits
are used for the protection and convenience
of the students. Being able to easily spot a
car that probably should not be there is rhe

first step to analyzing a potentially dangerous
situation. Being

:;or"crX= The parking
through GFU, and permlts SFe
having

those

cars

,

,

easily identifiable 11860 tOr IMG

protection and

The stickers convenience
also

help

to

X

insure finding a

reasonable spot StUClentS.
close to housing.
Having the lot

filled with people that should not be parked

there can be very frustrating to residents. Bv
analyzing the amount of spaces and students
living in a certain area, security makes it so

students do not have to park by Pennington

when they live in Coffin.

While students were enjoying their
summers, security was doing their homework.
They called, emailed, and interviewed several
universities throughout the United States to see

See STICKERS I page 8
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Following Josus ©xampl©

The Blind Date Marriage Proposal
By SHANNON GILDEA
Guest Writer

l.aclius, imagine this scene: you're cm
'Roumics' with your floor mates and their
blind dates. You're probably eating ice cream,
sitting on a bench in the quad, the end of the
night looming in the distance. You've been
surprisingly pleased with your blind date; he
is excessively charismatic and is incredibly

eloquent. Me inspires you with plans of
"change" for America and read you the menu

at dinner so well it was as if he were reading
perfectly off a teleprompter. Me suddenly gets
down on one knee, dramatically

You throws his ice cream cone to the
wouldn't

you the question you've

held to "higher expectations." Mainly, students
are simply just plain apathetic to politics,
because who really cares about income tax from
the job you slave hours at, the student loans
you've bludgeoned your children's children
with, the gas you recycle cans and sell your
organs to afford, and the "Hurricane Ike" of the
economy that you- one day (if you graduate) will
be working within (too soon coastal Texas?).
There really are no excuses to not be
informed when it comes to voting, especially
during this exciting and exhilarating election
season. We all live in a revolutionized media-

frenzy of a world where accessing anything
is possible, mostly at our finger tips; we have
newspapers, internet news sites, roommates,

parents, professors, strangers, and local

msrry 3 been waiting three years

candidates all available to listen to and learn

Stranger just at George l-ox for:

from.

because they
,

,

/

lifteen

vcars

tell you what you „f Ihrcc
want to hear, so

why endorse
a candidate
on the same

mortgages, and nine

children later you

might look back at your
response and wish you'd
reevaluated your answer.
Millions of Americans

basis?

blindly cast their vote in
elections all over the United States

offering oblivious support to candidates
and their absurd legislative ideals. You wouldn't
marry a stranger just because he tells you what
you want to hear, so why endorse a candidate

Register to vote! Read a political blf»g! If
you don't like what you are reading, move on to
another, pick something new to learn about, ordon't vote for that person. Discuss the topics
that mean the most to you with your friends
over your nine dollar lattc instead of the latest

"Gossip Girl" episode. Mow about actually
striving to learn something here at Fox and
not just how to pass a class by doing the least
amount of work?

We're all students of higher education;
we all (hopefully) wake up every morning,

head to class eager and ready to learn. Can we
please try to challenge ourselves to ask tough

c-xprcss
' ' • this
compassi
wht)le
on, granti
thingngfade
forgiveness,
away? and
As

As I was cvcling this afternoon, it occurred

trv

to me tLTthe storyt.f Jesus, the Phartsees and

that an even smaller portion actually knew who
and what they were voting for. A good portion
of college students find they are "too busy" to
vote; their "Grey's Anatomy" marathons and
five hour YouTube podcasts take precedence
over piddling responsibilities like research
projects, graduate applications, and final exam

study guides. Some students feel that voting
requires too much time to "figure out."
Reading a voter pamphlet docs seem a bit
difficult, but at the collegiate level we are all

Challenge ourselves to embrace our civic dutt^

and responsibility as the American people to be
smart voters?

Having the right to vote sets America apart;
we are entrusted with the privilege to voice
our opinion. Most people complain about the
turnout of elections, and the "stupid politicians"
leading our country. We can't do much to
change the status quo when wc sit around and
fail to enlighten ourselves about our country.
Don't contribute to a "lethargic America!" Do
something! Become an informed voter now!

So what if I don't

have an opinion?
B y M E G A N E . PA R K S
Assistant Editor
I am a woman without an

opinion. Don't get me wrong:
1 could give you a twenty
minute discussion on why I
think everybody should take
a writing class or read at least
one Charles Dickens novel

in their lifetime. Yet, I know

what type of articles people
expect to see on an opinion

page, and quite frankly, I feel
like the least qualified person to write about any of them.
Perhaps you would want to read another political
commentary. 1 could recap the vice-presidential debates

and reiterate who gave ridiculous answers and who rose to
the occasion. But the truth of the matter is, I dislike all

things political. I'm not even registered to vote. And there
is nothing about politics I would honestly want to write
about.

Then maybe what you are looking for is to read my
opinion on the economy. Just like politics, I know little to
nothing about economics. Yes, 1 fill up my gas tank every
week; and, yes, I pay one quarter of mv salary in taxes.
While 1 understand that the United States has plunged
itself into the Mariana Trench of economics, I couldn't

say why the bailout bill is good or bad. I am admittedly
ignorant of economics, and quite frankly, I'm ok with that.
At the very least, you would want to read my opinion
about the environment. I'm afraid I will still let you down.
If you want to spend your time advocating for the survival
of a rare fruit fly, go right ahead. I'm not going to judge
you. And if you like wearing sweaters made from organic
fibers then 1 say, "Woohoo, Go Green!" I, however, still

use plastie grocery bags at the stores; I still throw my cans
in the garbage instead of the recycling bins; and I will still
drive my car to campus instead of walking, even if I do
live five blocks away.
I must say I find it quite ironic that I live in a country
which allows someone like me to have my opinion printed,

and 1 still can't come up with anything stronger than why
I think coffee is better than energy drinks. Perhaps, 1 am
abusing my rights as an American by being opinion-less.
However, isn't that the beauty of being an American?

If I wanted t<j, I can choo.sc to not have an opinion on

Have an opinion?
crescent@georgefox.edu

to

wrong as

make

■

.

the foolish action was, the Christian

response must be about

the adulterous woman has much to
teach us as we try to make sense
of the Obama cut-f>ut incident.

compassion and forgiveness.
So, which of those responses is
right, and which is wrong? It is

In chapel I related the story of the

not unlike the choice Jesus was

teachers and Pharisees bringing,

given.
But here again, Jesus'

to Jesus, a woman who had been
caught in the act of adultery. They

wisdom trumps our normal

mentioned that the biblical iaxv

thinking. He pauses while wc

required such persons to be stoned.

Then they asked Jesus what he
thought should he done. The text

wait for him to speak, When

(John 8) explains,

four students, or just forgive

wc persist, asking, "which way,
jesus? Should we punish these

"They were using this question

them and extend love?" he waits.

as a trap, in order to have a basis for
accusing him."

One of my bright students

asked me how the Pharisees' question

was an attempt to trap Jesus. 1

We must let

Jesus' eyes

He ponders. He looks at iis.
Finally, he says, "You are correct.

A wrong was done, and that
needs to be addressed. So those
of vou who have never been racist

PIERCE OUR
explained that it produced a "no
win" situation for Jesus, or so they SOULS AND BRING begin the process of blaming,
thought. If Jesus said to follow the US FACE TO FACE condemning and punishing."
And with that, we see that Jesus
law and stone her, he was obviously
has taken the focus off those
WITH
OUR
OWN
showing no mercy, and that opposed
Old Testament love. On the other

hand, if he told them not to stone her,

he would oppose Old Testament law.
They were pretty shrewd. But Jesus
response was brilliant! He told them

RACISM AND OUR
LACK OF LOVE.

who have done this tragic thing,
and put it on us. On us, the ones
who have been so upset about

this truly terrible act. He looks at

us, and we begin to come to terms with reality.

nothing ... for a while. When they persisted, he
Challenge ourselves to care enough about simpiv told them to proceed with the stoning,
with the one of them who was without .sin

our communities, our nation, to get involved
and become intelligent, informed voters?

their opinion in 2004, and it's safe to assume

He looks at us, and wc realize that we have had

racist thoughts. We have discriminated. We have
hated. We have not reached out to understand
those who are different from us. Wc may not

throwing the first scone.

We, here at George Fox, are in a dilemma.

have acted so foolishly, but we are not innocent:
as individuals as groups, as an institution.

We have received some hate mail from outside

either because they thought we are racists, or if

While the institution must take a stand and

not that, because we tolerate such bigotry. Here

make a statement against racism and for love,
acceptance, solidarity and unity, we must let

on the inside, wc have seen strong feelings

arise against a small number of students who
seem to be racist. To use a parallel of the story
about Jesus, what do we do? Racism is wrong.
It is clearly NOT Christian. What happened

Jesus' eyes pierce our souls and bring us face to

face with our own racism (latent or overt) and
our lack of love. And when his glance penetrates

our defenses, we will become willing to drop

was at least insensitive and foolish; at most, it

was racist, bigoted and destructive. Beyond
question, it was wrong. Unchristian. So, again
what do we Ho? Do we condemn those who

did it so drastically and publicly that there is
no mistake about our position? We can hate

our racism as well as our stones, and reach out

in love, understanding and acceptance. Jesus'
wisdom and love bring us to a newer and higher
place, where all can feel God's love in deeper
and deeper ways. This is the way of Jesus. It is
our wav forward.

I n D e f e n s e o f Te l e v i s i o n
somehow superior to those who do, and

By MELANIE MOCK
Faculty Advisor

common worship experiences, or around
reading and enjoying books, or around

that those without time for television are

more important than those who make time

1 love television.

There, I've admitted it: I love one of

the 20th century's most reviled inventions.
Television helped raise me; it sustained
me through graduate school; it provides
comfort and entertainment on cold winter

nights, after my family has gone to bed. I
revel in television's warm glow. I adore the
anticipation of finding just the right show,

and the satisfaction of having watched a
really, really good sitcom.

Of course, as a scholar and a professor
of writing and literature, admitting I love
television seems almost akin to a teetotaler

revealing a fondness for Jack Daniels, or
to Queen Elizabeth donning a foam beer
hat and cheering for NASCAR. As an
academic—and a Christian one at that—I

other activities that might seem more
righteous and pure. Those pursuits are all

for TV watching, in spades.

What television haters fail to appreciate
is the ways that television draws people

important, to be sure, but thev need not be
the only ways people bond with each other.

together. Sure, I may watch "The Office"
by myself (my husband finds the show

Sometimes, they arc not even the best way.
So, I will admit again without

too discomforting), but I am talking

embarrassment or shame: 1 love television.

with others about it the next day: with

I watch it nearly every night. And I find in

my sister, who first recommended the
show; with my colleagues, who seem to

television not moral depravity or intellectual
emptiness, but the opportunity to connect

know every episode by heart; with some

with others who share mv affinity and

of my students, who have gratefully put

who can recognize, with me, the value
of building community around a

their books away for a night of Must-See

TV. Our television discussions often move

analysis, but even when they do not, talkini;
about Michael Scott is just darn good fun
More broadly, television has provided
me communities 1 might not otherwise have

don't think that television, if watched with
temperance and judgment, is anathema to

County. 1 count as

morality or to intelligence.
Yet a number of people certainly draw

up with my same cultural
touchstones: those who

that conclusion, for telcvision-dcniers are
everywhere. You ask someone whether she

has seen the latest "The Office," and with
nose slightly upturned, she says "I don't
own a television," or "I don't have time for

tclcvi.sion," or "I only watch PBS." Such
comments

common good: in this

beyond a mere replaying of plot to a deeper

am presumably an arbiter of good taste, a
defender of important books, an opponent
of the many things that have supposedly
eroded our morals and our intelligence.
Very well: I rake my job seriously,
love leaching litcr;tturc, hold firmly to my
Christian convictions and my belief that the
intellectual life is t)nc worth pursuing. I just

case, the television's

inviting warm glow.

had. I've made friends

with other "Amazing
Race" fans, and
regularly chat with a

S

colleague about a reality

program involving

Television helpecJ raise me;

housewives and Orange

it sustained me through

comrades those who grew

graduate school; it provides
comfort and entertainment

know every "Brady Bunch"

on cold winter nights, after

episode, every guest star

my family has gone to bed.

on Love Boat," every yada
yada of "Seinfeld."

Sorne will argue I could

also build community around

arc

tinged with selfrighteousness,

for they

a r e

some significant issues and be opinionated about some
things which have little value in the grand scheme of the
cosmos. My biggest concern is whether to study for a

intended

communication exam before I read for literature, not how

their

to .save the liquefying ice-caps.

empty lives.

So, go ahead and the George Fox community
what your idea of a better fuel source would be. Just be
aware that there arc some who don't have world-altering
opinions, and that's ok. There's no wrong way to have an

The

opinion.

U WAS wrong. Or, do we do the opposite and

Rv IRV brendlinger

Professor of Church History and Theology

questions about issues that affect us daily?

on the same basis?

According to the United States Census a
measly 64% percent of eligible voters voiced
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Primetime
hot
spots
Catching your favorite shows while on campus
By BRITTANY MURRAY
Reporter

riiroii^hour America, students use

television as a means of escape from the

stresses of college life. This fall, with so many
exciting and captivating shows on TV, George

Fox students wil have a hard time getting their
homework done.

The number one show in America

is Heroes," which follows the lives of

genetically evolved humans with superhuman

abilities, Some use these abilities for good,
hoping to better mankind and arc called the

heroes. Others use their abilities to do evil,
such as stealing the abilities of others or using
political renown for their own benefit. They

arc the villains. The season one premiere
swept America by storm, receiving the highest

word spreads about this compelling drama. The
plot has become perplexing, leaving viewers
asking the question, what's going to happen

next? Kayla Edie, an avid "Heroes" watcher
says, "I watch the show because it keeps you on
your toes. Because of the complicated plot line,
you never know what is going to happen next.

emotionally share in their life
experiences. Lauren Shadle
watches "Grey's Anatomy"
because, "the medical aspects
of the show are really exciting
while the drama is diverting.
I enjoy the show because
it gives me a much needed
break from reality."
If you're looking for
something a little more
light-hearted and carefree,

It's one of the few decent shows left on TV,"

"The

"Grey's Anatomy," another favorite
among college students, follows the life of Dr.
Meredith Grey, a surgical intern at Seattle Grace
Hospital, as she struggles to

for you. "The Office" is a

rating for any NBC drama. The show had an
average of 14,3 million viewers over the first 23
episodes with numbers continuing to climb as

maintain balance between

the

show

"mockumcntary," or a show presented as a

documentary with fictitious characters and
scripting. It depicts life in an office job. Its

an inside view of what Grey

brain function, "The Office" is for you.

is thinking with a voice over
of Grey contemplating a

d o n o t h a v e c a b l e i n t h e i r r o o m s . Te l e v i s i o n s

you will get wrapped up
in

the

characters

and

Photo by www.iellostapler.com

T h e O f fi c e

The writers give the viewers

personal struggle or triumph
that ultimately sets the stage
for the entire episode. After
watching only a few minutes,

Grey's Anatomy

is

satirical style has audiences laughing at the
sheer stupidity of the characters in the show. So
if you're looking for a show that requires limited

work and her personal life.

Photo bywww.jellostapler.com

O f fi c e "

Unfortunately, most George Fox students
with cable arc limited to a few rooms in student

housing. To make matters worse, when you
have a large group of college students trying to
decide on what show to watch, you will probably
miss whatever show you decide on because it
will take too long to reach a consensus.

H o w e v e r, t h e p r o b l e m i s m o r e

consequential than simply missing their

favorite sitcom. For many students, no cable
means missing important news reports and the
presidential debates. In some classes, watching a

documentary on TV is required for a project or

extra credit. So Fox students have to rearrange

schedules and leave campus to complete their
projects. This cannot be in the best interest of

our students. Should George Fox provide cable

for students in their dorm rooms? Or should
s t u d e n t s c o n t i n u e t o fi n d a l t e r n a t e m e a n s f o r

watching TV, whether for academia or personal
pleasure?
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best jobs

The next best thing

T h e p a y , as with all jobs on
though
campus, isn't overwhelming,
over the weekends,

By TAYLOR KANEN
Feature/Sports Editor

Thega
n
ritgnosieofyouralm
r colcksoundso
,f
you look bleary eyed and thoroughly irritated
at those cursed red numbers flashing 5:15. You
force yourself out of bed, its cold outside, and your
muscles, eyes, and brain aren't quite working. It's time

to go empty trash cans and mow the lawn.
Now imagine you just finished classes, you're
brain is mush from hours upon hours of taking notes,

enduring lectures, and catnaps. How about a nice
relaxing walk outdoors to give you peace of mind?
Or the excitement of a basketball game to stimulate
the mind?

Countless students apply for work-study every
year; it's a way to make a little dough and give
straight back to the school in the form of tuition.
But who wants to be stuck pulling landscaping or

majors. The Academic Resource Center welcomes
editing junkies, where they will put their red pens to
the test by marking up your term paper. Registrar
needs office hands. Sports Information has room for

Most people get stuck waking up at five in the
morning to go scrub toilets because they figure
they can apply for a work-study program anytime.
The fact of the matter is there are only a few
primo jobs and then its slim pickings from there.

There are Science and Math Tutoring
positions for the Biology and Engineering

junky like myself,
compares to

spectacular athletes. And even
though none of George Fox

University's athletes can be
mentioned in the same breath
as LeBron James or Usain

mower and assign manual labor. Custodial has
plenty of rubber gloves, Windex, and mops to get
the Honcybuckets squeaky-clean. And the Bon
Appetite kitchen gets mighty hot and steamy, and,
plus, the food has to be just as gross to make as it
is to eat.

The one common thread throughout all

these jobs is the pay and hours, which adds

sportsnothing
watching

made by

spectacular plays

the sports experts. And this list goes on.
But the rest of the list is a little less appealing.
Plant Services will give you a rake or a lawn

Bolt, simply watching sports is
enough of a fix.

"A big reason that working in

Sports Information is so great
is
would
you get to all the sports you
o f

Sports Information, a

department based on taking

But it's a dog-eat-dog world and the early
bird gets the worm. Unfortunately for all you

statistics and informing the campus

about George Fox athletics, requires

late-bloomers, the worm has been eaten,

a few more hours of work than your

But there arc a few jobs to keep in mind
for next year as the hunt starts over again.

average work-study job, but the non

monetary pay-off is worth it.

SID's workload takes place.

A typical week is comprised of
two txvo-hour sessions of office work,
which includes typing up rosters,

statistics, and updating the George

The weekends are a little more
time-consuming and taxing.

Any given Saturday can last
from 11 a.m. to 9 p.m. if a soccer
doublcheader and a volleyball match

happen to land on the same day. And
most of the time there are games

So being an assistant SID isn't

Director Blair Cash.

parking lot.

where the bulk of a Student Assistant

Friday and Sunday as well.

playing," said Sports Information

security officer gets a pleasant stroll through a

wages do increase

Fox Athletics webpage.

want without the pressure

a little insult to injury when you consider a
custodial worker is bent over a toilet, while a

custodial duties?

If you re a

all peaches and cream. Yet, when you
compare watching sports for money to
cleaning toilets at five in the morning,
it's a no-brainer.

"Sports Information is the best job

on campus if you love sports, Cash
said. "But you have to love them."

The Safehouse

Fox's very own 'Hot Fuzz'
B y TAY L O R K A N E N
Feature/Sports Editor

By TAYLOR KANEN

Tiicy protect your campus,

write you tickets, and escort

Only a few
blocks away from

your ladies at night. They arc
loved and hated. They arc

campus kids flock

Feature/Sports Editor

from the greater
Newberg area to find
a place to hang out,

security.
The students know what its

like to be on the receiving end
of those infamous yellow slips,

have fun, and find a
safe house.

but how do the student security
officers view their job?
"It's really hard to hand out

O u t r e a c h C e n t e r,
or YO, is non

tickets," freshman officer Matt

profit establishment

Dyrland-Marquis said. "But
you have to draw the line of
professionalism.

centered

The

"As hard as it is to
Photo by TAYLOR KANEN

believe writes out a ticket for a parking violation
our

mam

goal isn't to make the
most money possible,"
he continued. "But to

discourage violations
so we don't have

to hand out any
tickets.

perpetrator to correct his misstep.
So as heartless as those pesky fines may seem,

a lot of leniency is afforded before a slip is filled
and slapped under your windshield wipers.
The senior officers have different, but no less

never happen."
D y r 1 a n d •

simple jobs. Patrolling and escort duty make up

Marquis is in his
first year of security
work along with Ben

suspicious activity, unlocking doors and cars, and
kicking destructive junior-high kids off campus

Hercdia, Jacqueline
Cascio, and Jesse
Leopold. Senior officers
arc Taylor Rciling and
Jordan Schatz.
As of now, DyrlandMarquis has pulled
ticketing duty, which
entails making rounds
though all the parking

when a supposed threat—such as a Peeping Tom,
an open door or window—is recognized. That
is when they call for backup in the form of the
Police Department.

"It's mostly routine for us," Dyrland-Marquis

providing
a
hangout for juniorhigh to high-school
aged kids who
would be getting

Photo by TAYLOR KANEN

The Youth Outreach Center of Newberg/Dundee promotes expressing

oneself through positive mediums.
student workers mind hanging out inside the

The walls are eccentric and multi-colored,

decorated with .slogans and sayings promoting
a positive experience, "Express YourselF' and
" B e P o s i t i v e " t o n a m e a f e w.

" W e a t t h e Yo u t h C e n t e r f o c u s o n

addressing the basic needs and long term
goals of homeless and at-risk youth through
constructive programs and a relational

environment," said Outreach Specialist Zach

bright colored walls of YO, where options
such as pool, foosball, guitar, and other
interactive pursuits are available.
"1 love it here," student worker Dan

Colder said. "Zach (Kanen) is a great guy and
there is a lot of good going on here."
Goldcr, Corina Gierok, Kaitlin Allen, and
Brent Weins are the current student staff.

"A big draw for students is the fun
environment," Kanen said. "It is a chance

Kanen said.

most of their job description. But watching for

are a few of there major duties.
All this and you're getting paid.
The only time things get interesting arc

on

into trouble otherwise.

lots making lists of violators—no-parking
permits, cast permits on west permits, parking
in fire lanes and handicap spots. Fifteen minutes
will pass before he awards a fine, allowing the

"But that will

Yo u t h

fighting, negative language, and inflammatory

to interact with a variety of people and truly
impact the community.
"I think that is high on a lot of people's
lists," he continued. "And this is the perfect

b e h a v i o r.

o p p o r t u n i t v. "

A focal point of the center is create an
environment that doesn't replicate what the
kids experience at home, which excludes

And a big part of ensuring the atmosphere
IS safe are the George Fox students working
there.

Student workers are expected to assist full

time staff with supervision of youth, and help
to develop activities for the monthly calendar,

said. "But if it becomes more serious than that,

in addition to daily cleaning and maintenance

we kick it into high gear."

duties.

YO asks for 10 hours of commitment over

the course of three days. And not many of the

Do-it-all alumna has heart in Fox, family, Facebook
B y TAY L O R K A N E N
Feature/Sports Editor

Va l e r i c R o g e r s ,

Featured Faculty

to school in 15 years and
managing four or more classes

daily would be difficult to get

administrative assistant

used to." She is married with

for the Writing/Literature

two children and commutes

and

Communication

from McMinnvilie to Newberg

departments, fell in love
with George Fox University
six years ago. This is her

every day.
"On the other hand,"

second year working for
George Fox; she graduated
from the university in

worry about impressing other

December

2006

with

people because I was already

comfortable with being mc. 1
had the freedom to be myself."
Rogers is actively involved
in George Fox. She enjoys

a

George Fox community
a

non-traditional

cheering on the Bruins, especially during

"There were two different worlds for

representatives of each sport offered at George

one hand, 1 was really nervous. I hadn't been

students together," she explains, "h promotfs
opportunities

i-r,

•

promotes

an NCAA sanctioned group active on all
college campuses. She oversees the student
Fox.

She is also involved in Blue Zone. You

and at home, she stil finds time to appreciate
every aspect of life. She loves spending time

Wth her family; which includes her husband

Fox after high school. She is deeply thankful

to --tview to listfn

.ow„ a a? ftoto the clock

or ner life. "I wake up everv single day feeling
overwhelmed by the simple luxury of life and of
t e gift of heath. Life is reallv short - people

miss living because they are too'busy doing."

You can find Rogers on Facebook. com. She

currently has 537 friends (and counting). She

a so regularly keeps up a food bloc with photos
of beautiful food.

basketball season. She is an advi.sor for the

Student Athletic Advisory Council (SAAC),

life, and all over the world."
Although Rogers is active in both her work

or 18.5 years, Michael, her 13 year-old son,
Ukaia, and her 17 year-old daughter, Madison,
w o is already planning on attending George

going to athletic events and

undergraduate student. Knowing she was
athletically eligible - she made the volleyball
team at 33 years-old. Her experience as a
non-traditional student, she says, gave her a
completely different view of George Fox.
mc waiting at George Fox," she says. "On

CSC arc given out at designated Blue Zone

B.g Events and Games. "Blue Zone brings

she continued. "I had no
inhibitions. I didn't have to

Comm. Arts degree.
Rogers joined the
as

ma> see students sporting Blue Zone T-shirts-

As we conclude the interview, I ask her one

tliffcrcn,"e;rvirie.''X'
T'T " "f
that she is not a tttin 1 i.

• n\t ing in the kitchen, what would vou be?"

love

^rr responds, "A kitchen brush or

food and "the'an of T
is

golf-

leir

new

and is excited aL
EH always
t ^ something
> be ablbe
e toable
play, throughout
my whol!

na question - "If you were a kitchen utensil or

?k produces a clean finished product

I enters the sink aiwavs comes out

dishes^" resh. But, Michael usually does the
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Engaging culture on George Fox campus
friend has ugly clothes and they ask your
opinion - there are two ways of answering," she
points out. "The Chinese way is to tell them

arc fifteen hours away by plane flight. Most
arc not going home for any schor)] breaks, let
alone the weekends. Wan wistfully remembers

'Oh, it's very nice.* The American way is to tell

walking along the riverside with close friends.

them that it is ugly."
language

don't speak

Chinese. 1 can speak

in limited Cantonese
and Toisan, two Chinese

dialects commonly spoken
in the Bay Area. However,

Also, while Chinese are generally very open
about personal topics such as financial or family
problems, in America, such matters arc usually
not discussed. Tseng noticed that conversations
with American students rarely went beyond the
weather, sports, politics, general relationship
issues. For some Chinese students, adjusting to

China's national and most

the Chinese international students. There were

commonly spoken language.

three major similarities I found:

understand about China.

most Chinese George Fo.x
Reporter

homesickness, are universal.

So maybe I'm not so different from the
international students after all. Maybe 1 can
identify with them. Maybe I can help them with
things they don't understand about America,
and they can help me with what I don't

this change was difficult.

students speak Mandarin,

By GABRIELLE WEE

Tseng would spend every day with his friends,
biking around the city and carrying out
embarrassing dares. 1 especially miss spending
time with my little sister and walking around
the neighborhood at home. Some things, like

Yet at the same time, I am very similar to

However, don't make the

mistake of calling it Mandarin -

"Hi, my name

W Chinese students refer Mandarin as

is Gabricilc and I'm
from California."

Although I took five years of
Chinese in middle
and high school, I can hardly

Most people that
I've met at Gcofge

keep up with the Chinese students' rapid stream

Fox seem a little
taken aback when

I introduce myself
with that one short

English is a completely different story.
Qianhui Wan, who has been studying English
for six years, stil finds that communicating

of transportation is BART (Bay Area
Rapid Transit), a subway system that
extends through dozens of cities

conversation?" Her goals this year, as she is
new to America, are to learn more English and

it's because of my
Asian-looking
glasses. Perhaps it's

make more American friends. Joshua Tseng,

because 1 can be seen almost every day in the
company of other Asian students.

Yet, I am NOT an international student.
Want some reasons? Here's three:

who has been in America for four years, has

a slightly different view on English. His high

school provided no ESL (English as a Second
Language) classes - he learned his English from
children's TV shows such as Disney's "Drake
& Josh" series and from listening to American

1 . L O C AT I O N

I have one major thing in common
- we both miss the availability of
public transportation. In the Bay

"The hardest thing to get used to," she says,
"is getting used to listening to other people...

it's because of my
black hair. Perhaps

Area, one of the most common forms

and

areas.

In

Wan's

One major reason many of the Chinese students
don't speak English is because they don't have to.
ESL classes group them together; most of them

or a bike. In America, the most

common form of transportation is a
. c a r .

Although 1 am American in
almost every aspect, I love Chinese

food as much as any international

3. MANNERS

Kong or Taiwan.

Art galleries
at a glance

the more obvious differences - tabic manners

homecookcd fried rice.

.vith serving utensils; American food is served
ndividually.

Another major difference is the style of

:onvcrsation. Wan expressed amazement at

low differently Americans express opinions
straightforward and to-the point. "If your

more they spend time doing American things with
American people, the more English they'll learn.
3 . M A K E T H E M F E E L AT H O M E

Even though this environment may be new to
you, it is totally alien to them. Many of them have
never been to America and only know stereotypes
from television shows or movies. Introduce yourself;

Chinese foods to choose a favorite.

I personally miss my mother's

spoon. I can eat using either style but prefer
the American style; the Chinese students on
the other hand, are more used to chopsticks.
Chinese dishes arc usually served family-sryle

clearly so that they can catch all the words. The

student said that there were too many

behavior between China and America. One of

to eat; Americans use fork and knife and

As a result, they continue to speak mostly Chinese
and don't improve their English. Step out of vour
comfort zone - go spend time with a few Chinese
students. Again, talk with them - speak slowly and

FOOD

my mom was born in Singapore. On the other

from the mainland at all - their home is Hong

2. SPEND TIME WITH THEM

spend time with only other international students.
2.

missing her favorite Chinese food pork cooked with green peppers (in
Chinese, Lajiao Chao Rcu). Another

and customs. Chinese people use chopsticks

Ask them about their classes and listen to what they
say. Maybe in return, they might teach you some

Taipei, Taiwan, he prefers a scooter

student. One student mentioned

Some are from the Hunan Province; others call
the Guangdong Province home. Some aren't

THEM

Chinese.

speaking people, he says, is what forced him to
improi'C his English.

Chinese students hail from mainland China.

TO

One of the most effective ways to learn a
language is through conversation. Many Chinese
students know more English than they seem to

of Yueyang, buses and taxis are
common. In Tseng's hometown of

First of all, I was born in the San Francisco/
Bay Area, Calif. Neither of my parents were
born in China - my dad is from California;

There arc huge differences in manners and

1 . TA L K

know. Talk to them; draw them into conversation.

hometown

conversation. His isolation from other Chinese-

hand, the majority of this year's sixty-five

Three things YOU can do:

The international students and

of conversation.

with fellow American students is difficult.

sentence. Perhaps

1 . T R A N S P O R TAT I O N

answer their questions about American life, even the

3. HOMESICKNESS

1 miss my home just as much as
the Chinese students miss theirs.

Unlike many George Fox students,
I do not live one to four hours away.
I cannot simply decide to go home
for the weekend and do my laundry
and catch up with some old friends.
My home is eleven hours away by
car, three by plane flight. Some of

simplest, most fundamental things. George Fox is a

Christian school, yet many of them have not been

to church before and know little about Christianity
Explain some basics to clicm, perhaps share your
testimony with them. Any little piece of advice helps.
Ail in ail, be friendly and open. They're just
college students. They love to spend time with their
friends. They miss home. They're getting used to
college life. They're just like me and you.

the international students' homes

described as "Christian," Martin responded: "I
don't play Christian or secular, music reflects
me and how I value the world." Martin's

values of humanitarianism, global ethics, and
Christianity, among others, show themselves
strongly in his music.
Martin has two albums out; the first one
was self-titled and came out in 2007. The

second, "I stood upon a high place," just
came out this summer and Martin is currently
touring in the Northwest promoting it and

Photo by KEVIN BROWN

The Minthorne Gallery, titled "Natural Affini

doing shows. Both of his albums include the

work of many other George Fox students and
alumni, and Martin credits several professors
with influencing him strongly in his journev.

ties." featured the work of Steve Tyree, Blythe
Eastman, and Totem Shriver.

In his most recent album, Martin combines the

vocal style of Iron and Wine with the sound

of his early folk influences. The result is verv
catchy and lyrically powerful songs such as
"Goodbye, Goodbye," "Children of Sod,"
and "Spring and Fall," among others. His
earlier work has a more abrasive sound but is

By CRYSTAL STUVLAND
Guest Reporter

Photo by KEVIN BROWN

The works In the Minthorne Gallery included
many sculptures such as this bear.

Martin has now decided to make music

his career and describes his current situation

an honest reflection of his personalitv
and experiences. He grew up in Toledo,

musician with an emphasis on social justice,"
and believes strongly in the personal and
public aspects of life

as "basically living nomadically," although he

Washington, a small farming and logging
town at the base of Mount St. Helens. Martin
is the oldest of eight homcschooled children
and has been playing and writing music since

he was quite young. His father was a folk

intertwined with the

O r e g o n , Wa s h i n g t o n .

Seegar, Utah Phillips,

has recently been playing

Tom Waits, and Maivina

in Portland at Powell's
bookstore and various other
small venues. Martin will

he believes "lived out

justice, fairness, and
beauty," which is also

along folk and the power of group music rather

Idaho, and Montana, and

Reynolds, all of whom

Baptist church he and his family attended.

tremendously. "Playing for Korean students in
a classroom helped me get way more into sing

in Washington with several

Some of his more recent
i n fl u e n c e s a r c P e t e

different worlds of

year and a half in South Korea, where he
taught English to Korean students. Martin's
experiences in Korea have shaped his music

spcnd.s much of his time living in a farmhouse
other musicians. He has
had small scale tours in

spiritual and political.

various old hymns he heard at the Southern
Martin graduated from George Fox in
2006 with a double major in Writing/Literature
and History. He recently returned from a

featured the works of Corey Bea s.

Consume."

the 'lone performer'", says Martin.
Martin describes himself as "folk

as Bob Dylan, Cat Stevens, John Denver, and

The Ln
i dgren Gae
l ry,te
il d "Grounded Lg
i ht,

t h a n

just as powerful lyrically and more diverse in
sound, including, "The Iraqistan War" and "I

Scth Martin's brand of folk music is

musician and his whole family has strong
musical inclinations, Martin's sound is often
reminiscent of the music he grew up on such

TSob!KEVN
I BKUWN

Photo by John Denton

be playing in Newberg at the
Coffee Cottage with fellow
musicians Noah Gunderson

what Martin aspires to
a n d Tr a v i s E h r e n s t r o m o n
do. "When given the His second album "I stood upon a
Friday, October 17 at 8:00pm.
opportunity, people arc higher place," released summer 2008, H i s a l b u m s a r e a v a i l a b l e
a lot better than their

politics or religion," says Martin,

'Evervonc

wants a better world."

When asked whether his music could be

for purchase at the campus
bookstore and Coffee Cottage, and some songs
are available free on his MySpacc page:
www.myspace.com/sethmartinsmusic.com.
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Leaders in worship

Quaker Heritage Week
raises awareness

Chapel band led by Director of Disciplesnip & Worship Mark j

By KAITLIN BARBER
Reporter

It's that time of year again! I'm not talking
about Halloween, with the candy, costumes;
I'm not talking about autumn, with the leaves

including Benjamin himself, as well as Cameron
Dewhitt, Courtney Grecnidge, Molly Hargrove,
Nick Magnuson, Eric Mortinson, and Ryan

practices, and contributions to Christianity
as we know it. This is also a good week to
get closer to God through different ways of
worship, prayer and meditation.
33 years ago, Arthur Roberts, who worked
in the Religion department at George Fox
University, thought that Christians did not
pay enough attention to their rich, Christian

Souders.

Benjamin is the campus worship leader. He
is the person whose job is to specifically manage
worship. He plays several instruments, including
trumpet, piano, bass guitar, tinwhistle, and
flute, though for the band he plays the guitar
and sings. However, he comments, "I always
typically think of myself as a worship leader,
first and foremost," rather than seeing himself
as a guitarist. He says that when deciding who
will be in which praise team many factors, such

heritage, and so, Quaker Heritage week
was introduced to George Fox to raise this
awareness of where the university's heritage
comes from. Since then, it has been an annual
occurrence on campus.

am

so

excited

Souders

of the events of the week will center around

as well as teaching about different contributions
that Quakers have made to mainstream

Christianity.
Events of the week will include both

Howard Macy, head of the religion department
and Becky Ankeny, speaking in chapel on their

the

at Fox. Being able to create original music is
definitely a plus in the industry," he said.

Kirk Franklin and Israel Houthton. She hopes

career. "I'm studying video production here

Magnuson plays the bass for the band,

though his primary instrument is the guitar
and he has "dabbled on the drums as well.
He auditioned for the band because, "1 have

always loved being involved in worship
ministry. It is an honor to be able to help lead

worship teams. 1 wanted to bring my experience
to George Fox." Her favorite worship artists are

to someday sing on Broadway.
In addition, Dewhitt sings and Hargrove
plays the piano.
This is one team that's glorifying God
above all else!

band's

Photo byJESSICA GARCIA

Chapel band led by Mark Benjamin, Director of Discipleship and Worship.

B y S A M A N T H A AY R E S
Faith/Arts & Culture Editor

1 think what

I am learning
more and more
is

that I need to

year and a half starting

plans God has
for my life.

now a member of the

I've realized

as I've gotten
older that I'm

expected more
to

know what I am

going to do with
my life. Our
culture pushes

a

plan and pushes
us to commit to

some sort of lifestyle early on. And I sec the merit
in that, but I'm not sure it is biblical. Time and

time again in our Christian walks we are reminded
that really giving our lives over to Christ involves
"letting Him take the wheel of the car and drive"
and 1 don't really think that means we get to be
copilots. Christ is the driver. He has the plan. It is
our job to go where He calls us to go.
)ames talks about this in the fourth chapter of
his book. James 13-15 says, "Come now, you who
say, 'Today or tomorrow we will go to such ami
such a city, spend a year there, buy and .sell, and
make a profit.' Whereas you do not know what

will happen tomorrow... Instead you ought to
say, 'If the Lord wills, we shall live and do this or

that.'" James understands that to really let Christ

lead him where he ought to go James needs to lay
aside his own plans.
Now I'm not saying that you should cease all

planning in your life. But I would urge you to do
two things. Plan less, and expect those plans to be
uprooted. 1 know that God has a plan for your life

as I ic does for mine. And 1 know that His plan is
far better than anything 1 could think up.
So 1 just want this little hlurl) in the Crescent
get one message across: It is okay not to know
what you are going to do with your life. But be

prayerful about the next steps in your journey,

because it can often be easy to insert your own

words into God's mouth. 1 hope that we as a
community arc comfortable with not knowing the
next step. And I hope that we as a community will
live in a way that clearly points to the statement
that Christ is at the center of our lives, as well as

they feel safe to come be
themselves, enjoy a meal,

and just hang out," said

in the fall of 2006, is

Coggins.

The most interesting

New Orleans branch of

experience Coggins has

Communitas, a Christian

mission group that's just
a l i t t l e d i ff e r e n t t h a n o n e

might expect.

Coggins has been

with the group since Jan.
2008.

of the church. In other

words, wc reach out to

concernetl with numbers than with

people. The person who brought her
to know Jesus "took the time to invest
in me...to just listen to the struggles I
was going through...to just love me
for who I really was, not for the mask I
was wearing."
When Coggins encountered

Communitas on a short mission trip in
summer 2007, she realized "there was

no going back. I knew that this was
what 1 was called to do."

The group in New Orleans for

the mo.st part interacts with people in
normal everyday settings, including
through their jobs (Coggins works at
a Starbucks), through greeting their
neighbors, through volunteering
locally, and through hanging out the
local coffee shop.

They also hold a dinner every
Thursday night called Matthew's

what I was called to do."
she would like to share with the George Fox
community. Her response was "I'd just like
to remind you guys that Jesus hung out with
prostitutes and tax collectors, that he loved the

unlovable and forgave the unforgivable. Jesus
was out amongst the people because he loved

and cared for each and every one of them.
Today, people are longing for the fragrance of

which went through the
area Monday, Sept. 1. The
Communitas group of 16
people evacuated together,

Jesus, to be cared for and loved. We all have

unable to evacuate alone

Coggins said prayers are something she
could always use. She asks that pravers be "for

the types of people that ministry program Communitas. with life as Gustav slammed
into our city. We got to
would never step foot in a church, showing
know
each
other
better and developed deeper
them Jesus, letting them taste and sec, before
relationships with the two that came along,"
telling them about Jesus," explained Coggins.
said Coggins.
"We avoid the program approach to ministry,
Coggins was asked if there was anything
instead preferring incarnation where
people come to trust us and know we
care about them and that they arc not
just another client or project."
Coggins wasn't raised in the
Christians were liypocritical and more

back. I knew that this was

f o r h u r r i c a n e G u s t a v,

accompanied them. "The
PhotoprovidedbyAMANDACOGGINS
jg of us spent five days
Amanda Coggins. a member of the ttjgcther, trying to carry on

church—she used to feel that most

"There was no going

had so far was evacuating

and two others who were

"Our calling and
passion is to engage
people beyond the reach

Table, and neighbors and friends from quite
varying backgrounds attend. "They all come

back, week after week, usually bringing friends
because it's a place where

Amanda Coggins,
who attended George
Fox University for a

be open to the

have

piano by ear. She says, "I wanted to audition for
chapel because I love singing and being a part of

Amanda Coggins: a different kind of missionary

Trusting God's plan

our education.

is

chapel bands because he wanted
to use his talents to "bring glory
to God." Even though he does

Chaplain's Corner

to

worship during his first two years at Fox and
wanted to help. He plans to use music in his

time around. He auditioned because he enjoyed

and decided to audition for the

See QUAKER I Page 9

us

band since last year, this year being the second

d r u m m e r, t h o u g h h e a l s o
can play the guitar and bass
guitar. When asked how long
he had been playing, Souders
responded, "I got my first drum
set about six years ago, but my
family has home video of me
banging pots and pans in my
diapers." Ryan enjoys his music

different spiritual practices used by Christians
of different denominations to get closer to God,

B y M AT H O L L E N
Student Chaplain

Greenidge sings for the band and claims
that "I've been singing since day one. I came
out of the womb singing." She also can play

to churches and youth camps,
representing the school and
getting more experience.

to happen in our personal lives," says Paul
Anderson, professor of religious studies and
coordinator for Quaker Heritage Week. Many

more

in worship.

driven praise team." His goals
for the worship at George Fox
arc to have more opportunities
for students to participate and to
eventually have teams traveling

became the means of liberation for that

and

bass. Mortinson has been involved in chapel

team is a bit more of a vocally

about

davs

third grade. He also can play the guitar and

a profession that music will be very important

he says, has their own style. "My

'Celebrating the Spiritual Disciplines,' is that
every Christian needs to prepare spiritually
for what God wants us to do. The disciplines

these

Mortinson plays the Synthesizer (Korg
X50) which he has been playing ever since the

is an opportunity for me to be more involved
at Fox by serving in a way that I am gifted in."
He thinks that if he participates in ministry as

under consideration. Each team,

"Celebrating the Spiritual Disciplines," which is
based on the book "Celebration of Discipline,"
written George Fox Alumni, Richard Foster, a
celebrated Quaker writer.
I

for worshipping God, and for fun.

my peers in worship. It also is great that there

as style and personality were

This year, Quaker Heritage Week will start
on October 20. It will center around the theme

reason

life, Souders hopes to keep using his music bot i

This year, George Fox is blessed to have
three worship teams. One of which is a team
ted by Mark Benjamin, director of discipleship
and worship arts. There arc has seven members,

turning all shades of red, brown, yellow and
orange; I'm talking about Quaker Heritage
Week, the week to learn about Quaker beliefs,

"One

not plan on bringing music into his professiona

By KAITLIN BARBER
Reporter

f")AVA

opportunities to do that in tangible ways every
single day."

God's continued blessing on the relationships
He's brought into the lives of those working

with Communitas, for continued healing in
New Orleans, and for the funding to be able
to continue this ministry."

Coggins also said that if anyone feels called

to give to the ministry, it would be greatly

appreciated. For more information, she can be
contacted at acoggins06@hotmail.com.
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Dicpenhrock has been
'"""■"Sf'"-"!'™-four years, „„h™
c|u,.a c„mp„.,ivc, sr., h,.„cstly he

right awaj'.
From June

srar, t,me. She ius, starred runnina

of training,

K was around t 'h e
scIkjoI that 1

Diepcnbrock and

till

rinesn t <|u,e remember a defmiriv.

October,

16

months

i

"I just remember we felt great afterwards,"
she said. "It gave us both a lot of confidence
going into the marathon. VCc knew wc could
fi n i s h i t . "

would

Finally the day arrived. Sunday, October
5. Diepcnbrock and Couch stretched their legs
in downtown Portland, eight thousand other

wake up before

runners lining up beside them. 16 months of

Wnting/Literaturc

morning classes

training led them to this day. Four-hours, 45-

that my dad suggested 1 work up to

fi v e t i m e s a w e e k

'■•nd of high

Couch

started

distance," Dicpenbr'ocC
Bur It was about two vears ago

to run, four to
with the distances

running for an hour straight."
It was a challenge and it took

I) e c o m i n g

time. But thats just what she did

After she reached her goal, there was
no turning back. She was addicted

She had run track back in high
school, the 400 meters, but running

20 or so miles a

excitement at the beginning of the race,"
Diepcnbrock said. "I tried to enjoy the race
for the most part, take in the sights and smells,

"It got to
where the six-mile

necessary evil for most of us became

(or60-minute) run

What really attracts me to
running is the space I have" | - a . , P h o t o p r o v i d e d b y M a r g a r e t D i e p c n b r o c k

was an easy run,"
Diepcnbrock said.
"I

knew

I

could

thon m
infofour
ur-hours.
Couch
26-mi(ringutht)
es are
on Sunday
all smi.le
Oct
s.after
5th. completing the Portland Mara n e v e r f o r c e m \ - s e l f
Dicpenlirock said. "The space to then
think and to temporarily get away
to run that long
from studying or being cooped up in a house or more manageable.
without a purpose.
I was pretty positive I wouldn't tackle the The marathon gave me a goal to achieve."
an olfice or a classroom.
ful
l
marathon
before I had completed a half,"
Sometimes, admitted Diepcnbrock, the
"Running is s,.mtthi„g I nlwavs corac back
recalled Diepcnbrock.

from refreshed.

Running took on a whole new outlook

for Diepcnbrock when she started talking

with her academic advisor, Melanie Mock

another avid runner. iMock kept inquiring as to

whether or not Diepcnbrock would train to run
competitively.

The thought had crossed her mind, admits

Diepcnbrock, but only something along the

lines of a half marathon; something a little

Manny X

Life has a funny way of throwing curveballs
at

us.

Mock emailed Diepcnbrock around early
May of last year, informing her of the annual

one, it's a bad year to be a Chicago
fan. Say bye-bye to both Chicago
clubs—the Cubbies and Sox—and
the Milwaukee Brewers and Los

some intriguing match ups, and one
story line worth wishing for, even
if that means hoping the Red Sox
beat Tampa Bay.

wasn't totally excited about," Diepenbrock said.
" But I kept up with her, and then toward the
very end she was slightly in front of me.

"She held out her hand and pulled me so I

"Eating healthier, that was tough. 1 love mv

she continued. "Seeing our time at the finish

sending her encouragement as well.
That's when the training started.
Diepcnbrock and her good friend Becca Couch
would be running in Portland together come
October, so they got started on their regiment

sweets,"

line, I was ecstatic.

_ there, Manny. I mean, Boston seems to be

A doing just fine with Jason Bay—who was

included in the trade that shipped Ramirez

Pass

That leaves some familiar faces,

"Toward the end of the race, Becca

sped up during the last half-mile or so, which I

Portland Marathon in October 2008 and

o
S eThe
ason

Angeles Angels of Anaheim.

enjoy Becca's company. But after a while I had
to turn f)n my iPod to forget about the pain in
my muscles and joints."
Through the city the mass of runners
wound. At times friends and family would join
Diepcnbrock and Couch, run a few miles, and
drop out. But when the rubber met the road, it
was Diepcnbrock and Couch and 26.2 miles.

could run side by side with her as we crossed,"

That's a pretty presumptuous statement

Division Scries' are done and after round

goal seemed a little too lofty. 26.2 miles? And
there were other aspects of her life she had to
sacrifice, other than sleep and time and non-

"Becca and I were overwhelmed with

agonized muscles. There was the diet.
"It was really hard for me," she said.

deserve me."

The American and National League

downtown. 26.2 miles.

h would be a grueling race. One where the
water stations were almost a Christmas gift to
Diepcnbrock.

IS what roped her in. What is a
a pastime for bcr.

John's Bridge, before making a loop back to

progressively
longer.
Friday's were
the long-run days.
pop.

out in the open, for miles and miles

minutcs was their target time. .The course
would take them our of the city and over St.

to LA—taking your spot.
And I'm not taking a
side so don't put words in my
mouth. I'm just a fan of adding
a little spice to an otherwise
dull sport. And yes, I know
I'm going to get flak for thar,

but I'm a basketball player who
can't swing a bat to save his life
(plus, I had a bad experience

Yes, it goes against everything
1 stand for: rooting for the

Two weeks before the meet, on one of

those Fridays, Diepcnbrock and Couch tackled

"And then relief set in: we were finally

done."

The three digital numbers were blinking;

a 21.2-mile run. A confidence builder is what

Diepcnbrock described it as.

4:26 ... 4:26 ... 4:26.

have to look forward to?

In the ALCS, Boston, a battle tested

playoff veteran, is paired against the youngest
team in the MLB, Tampa Bay. But age isn't

Bruin BIG Gamer
Mike Ulstad

going to play very much of a factor. Boston is

good, but the Rays could be better. And they

are undoubtedly the more well rounded of the
two

teams.

Akinori Iwamura, Dioner Navarro, and

Carlos Peha were the top Tampa hitters in
the ALDS and Evan Longoria and ^ Upton
both had multi-homer games. On top of their
hitting, the pitching staff is solid all the way
through as well—the bullpen allowed only one
run in 13 1/2 innings against Chicago.

Sport:
Golf

Interests:

Basketball, fishing,
counrn'music, and

pretty much any
activity on a lake.
Favorite Athlete:

Boo Weekle)', PGA

with a bat and a ball—I'm

But don't count Tea Town out of the scries.

The BoSox have experience, depth, a topof-the-line pitching staff, and a lot of heavy

To u r G o l f e r

underdogs and hating any team

bitter, you could say).
But Manny is the

hitters.

Pizza, hot dogs and

New York. Bur how can I resist? It's

"X-factor." He has historically
plaj'cd great through October

from the New England area... and

alrcadv a forgone conclusion that
Los Angeles are going to roll over
Jimmy Rollins and the Phillies,

iw

4

exception. Ramirez, now free

and what would be better than

By TAYLOR KANEN

matching Boston against Manny

Feature/Sports Editor

of Boston, has swung at .500 a
clip, including two home runs.
What is more, the heavy-hitter

and this postseason is no

Ramirez?

from the mental distractions

has only struck out three times. Just goes to
show you, the Great Bambino's way, isn't the

If you follow Major League

Baseball, you know what I'm getting at.

The rocky relationship that existed

only way.

between Ramirez and the Red Sox—verbal

Imagine if Boston and Los Angeles meet.

after the slugger got traded to Los Angeles.
There were many incidents leading up to die
trade, but the straw thar sent Manny packing

imagine if Manny wins. Imagine if Torre still

sparring matches and fines aplenty—ended The fact that two storied programs would be
Augii.sr 1st witli hurt feelings and bad blood going hcad-to-hcad, in itself, is intriguing. But
was his comment that, "they (Boston) dont

reaches from across the nation to terrorize his

longtime nemesis.

But that is all hypothetical. So what do we

Bay and Ortiz may headline for a bulk of

the Red Sox's success, but the reason they're
in the ALCS is because of their new ace, Jon
Lester. The 24 year old lefty threw tu'o games
against the Angels and gave up a ridiculous
zero hits in 14 innings pitched with 11 and
walked only three.

Philadelphia made it, as was expected, past
the Brewers in the NLCS, but at times they
looked shaky and unspectacular. Most of their
problems probably stemmed from stars Chase
Ucley's and Ryan Howard's combined 4-for-26

performance. Both sluggers combined for only
two extra-base hits.

Some upside for the Phillies is that the top
of their order, Rollins and Shane Victorino,
See MANNY I page 8

,-

33rd nationally and third in Region ,w \c

Golf Course.

the George Fox University Bruins arc ranked
predominately school from Texas an t c r

11-12 to break the score set by his teammate

David Beckhardt in September.
Quotable: (On the season so far) "With
our team being only a second year program
I think we are in a great position. Wc arc
improving each tournament, which is great to
see. It really helps to have senior leaders like

David Burkhart and Brett Tharp. They keep us
relaxed and are always willing to help. It is great

o

have achieved in their short two-plus-years

Michelbrook Country Club.
After Day 1, the Bruins were third with a

from the Northwest Conference m

score of 341 behind Linficid (285) and Pacific

o

-

These arc the highest rankings the Bruins

history, and they arc the highest-rated team

led by Abby Reed for the second time in as
many events this fall in the Charles Bowles
Invitational cross country meet Saturday here at
Bush's Pasture Park.

Jordan Ware was the top runner for the
Bruins with a time of 27:20.70, placing 139th
overall and 116th for team scoring. Following
him were Bradley Higgins with a 27:40.89

this year in the Linficid Invitational at the

ic

(293). The Burkhardt brothers, David and

an 84.17 scoring average, Mandy „

The Bruins were the only team to improve

»

entrants in the women's Cardinal 5K race was

Ulstad's 154-mark tops teammate David

Burkhardt's record of 158 set Sept. 27-28 of

xi

Invitational at the Gearhardt Golf Course Oct.

finished 25th out of 30 teams in the men's
Cardinal 8K race, while the Bruins' trio of

Mike Ulstad set a new George Fox record

golf statistics program used by the NL/y .

rankintis.

for the two-year-old program. The freshman
shot a 79-75-154 at the tyvo-day Bruin-Boxer

In two races thar featured almost

Mi;n's Goi.i-

for a 36-hole score—notching a 79-75-154—
as the Bruins took third in the two-day BruinBoxer Invitational, Oct. 11-12 at the Gearhardt

,

George Fox University 36-sttoke score record

600 runners, the George Fox Universicv men

racings as compiled by Golfstat.com, ofRccal

westward.

The Performance: Ulstad set the new

CRtJSS CtlUNTRY

multi-team tournament in four tries this fall.

In the latest NCAA Division womens gol

Plains

Favorite Movie:

Talladega Night

t e a m c l o s e r. "

• / . . . . u . ^ ^ L i - i .school-record
r n r d 7 7 a s 77t has
e the
B r uBruins
i n s wwon
o n their third

Feature/Sports Editor
Womi-N'S
(it)i.i-

mustard

to see and 1 think it really brings our entire

In case you missed it
By TAYLOR KANEN

Favorite Food:

(168th/137th), Cam Ebcrhart with a 27:55.29
(185th/148th), Allen Cassel with a 28:00.46
(192nd/153rd), and Rvan Erickson with a

ci^iul. in tlK- region and lOOth

Aaron, both shot an 86 for second on the
George Fox squad.

12th in the region and t38th nattonally at 85

upon their first-day score in Day 2, shooting

204th nationally out of 693 golfers with an

Burkhardt's 79.

competing were Mary VanStcenbcrghc, who
ran a 20:55.02 (194th), and Bethany Strutz, who

Northwest Conference Fall Classic on SaturdaySunday, Oct. 18-19, at the Canyon Lakes Golf

before competing in the Lewis «Sc Clark College-

Indivklu.lly, tlK Bruins' Bnanna Nap «

and Sarah McCown is 20th in the

87.67 average. whitnev Ucno

Willamette University s \Vhitncj
is tied for second in the nation wit a
cn-ioe. Tn rhe Bruins ast event, tne
average of
77.2.5 In the Bru

George Fox Invitational on Oct. 5 at

Glenn Golf Course in Ncwbcrg. the B u.ns

Nap te
i d Ucno for medasil t honors wtih

29:06.27 (238th/177th).'

Reed paced the Bruins with a mark
of 19:51.62, finishing 107th overall. Also

1 325 as a team, led by Ulstad's 75 and David

ran a 21:26.51 (220th).

The next event for all three teams is the

Course' in Kcnncwick, Wash., whicli George
Fox will host. Tee times arc set for 1:30 p.m.
on Saturday and 8:00 a.m. on Sunday.

T h e B r u i n s a r e o ff f o r t w o w e e k s

Photo provided by www.georgefox.edu/athletlcs

Brianna Nap chips a shot onto the green

hosted Pioneer Open on Saturday, Oct. 18, at
Mclvcr State Park near Estacada, Ore.

See SPORTS I page 8
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STICKERS: Security not trying
to cheat students out of money

QUAKER: Anderson hopes

Continued from page I
how they dealt with the parking situation. Some
colleges have free parking; j'ou just have to walk
two miles to get to campus. (.)ther schools have

Continued from page 6
time with Richard Foster while the book was
written and about their own spiritual encounters

a S40() price tag on parking passes. Through
the meetings with different colleges, boards,
and even police, security agreed that this is the

7:30 to 9 p.m. in Calder Lecture Hall. The staff

students connect with Quakers

front of the windshield and made it harder for

security to detect if a car was in the correct
spot. Another benefit is that students no
longer have to look at the sticker in their front
windshield while driving.
"The possibility of the permit being stolen

this fun event.

WHEN: Friday, Oct. 17
8 p.m.

WHERE: Miller Gymnasium

On Tuesday, there will be an "experiential

FOOTBALL AGAINST CORBAN

session" that will be lead by students in Hoover
Photo by KEVIN BROWN

A parking sticker on a resident east vehicle,
commuters and resident west residents will
find their stickers to be a different color.

sticker and slowly and carefully pealing the
sticker, it should come off fine. Even waiting

for a hot day should work. It is harder to get
off on colder days, however. If residue does

is slim to none," assures Gierok, director of

occur, security says that there are many cheap

security services. What would a passer-by want
with a sticker? The chance of a license plate
being stolen is the same or greater than the
permit sticker being stolen. If, by some chance,
another student takes the sticker to park in
more than one lot, security can easily trace the
permit and find out if someone is using it.
Most lost stickers occur by leaving it on a

or around-thc-house products that can easily

dash, scat, or thrown in a backpack or room.
Instead, just place it in the proper place when

more parking lots, and making the campus

received. Security simply cannot afford to

Dress up in your favorite salsa attire for

will be discussing their spiritual experiences.

Due to the fact that most students park
face-in, this'makes it much easier for security
to recognize if a student's car is in the correct

The stickers in previous years were on the

SADIES SALSA DANCE

after that. On Monday night, there will be a
discussion panel with some of the staff, from

most effective method.

spot, or if it is a vehicle that does not belong.

n e w s I N a fl a s h

remove it such as Goo-Gone.
Gierok wants students to know that none of

the money from the fines goes to the security
department. They are not going around with a
fine-toothed comb to get as much money out of
the student as possible. The money goes toward

paving the roads and parking lots, creating
more beautiful. Basically the money comes back

replace all of the stickers that students do not
care for properly. If the permit is stolen and

to the student, just in different ways.
Although change can be hard for some, this
has happened before. Some of the same feelings

cannot be found, it is only S5.00 to replace.

and concerns came up when new permits were

By simply sacrificing your morning coffee and
scone, or a late night food run for one day, the
sticker can be replaced.
If done correctly, removing the sticker
should not leave any residue on the car window.
By applying heat (i.e. a warm towel) to the

introduced to the students in previous years.
Gierok and the rest of the security team have
thought long and hard about this change and is
confident that it is a change for the better and
with time most students will come to except
and maybe even appreciate it.

250. Spiritual Journaling, devotional bible

It is that time of year to bundle up

reading and silent worship arc some of the

and go support the GFU flag football

activities that will be practiced. Also, donuts

boys as they attempt to defeat Corban

and cider will be provided. This event should

College.

last from 4 to 5 p.m.

WHEN: Saturday, Oct., 25

Paul Anderson hopes that students will

11 a.m.

really get a chance to connect with the Quakers
and their past this week. "While George Fox

WHERE: GFU track field

University serves students from all religious
backgrounds, it would be a shame if students
graduated from this institution without
appreciating .some of what a Friendly heritage
might contribute to vital Christianity today," he
says. He later adds, "It's hard to appreciate what

COSTUME

want to spend a fortune? Here is your
opportunity.
WHEN: October 18-19

you don't know about!'

Saturday 18: 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Sunday 19:12 - 5 p.m.

So what does Quaker heritage week
mean to you? Next week you'll have a chance
to find out. So check out chapel, drop in for
some of the discussions, participate in some
new experiences that might contribute to your
spiritual growth. And while you're at it, enjoy

WHERE: EHS atrium

*Sponsored by Alpha Psi Omega

some cider and donuts!

leading scorer Kirscen Cardwell sat out for all

SPORTS: Soccer and volleyball

but 17 minutes of the game against the Pirates

Continued from page 7

with an injury.

McKinsey added another goal and assist in
the game against Whitworth, bringing her total
to five and four, both team highs. Cardwell has
three goals and three assists.
George Fox is now 8-4 overall—eight

Men's Soccer

After beating rival Linfield 3-1 for their
first Northwest Conference victory, George Fox

TRAYS: Unexpected support

P R O V O S T: V i s i o n f o r G F U

was on the receiving end of two such matches

Continued from page I

Continued from page I

against Whitman and No. 18 Whitworth.

The trouble with wasted food is it has to go
somewhere. Garbage is dumped Into a landfill,

A partnership instead of a separate kingdom,"

which is the lead cause of methane gas.
Landfills arc the greatest contributors to green
house gases. Whether global warming is true or
not, methane gas is not a good thing.
The first Trayless Tuesday went well. At

Allen said.

"I'm from Michigan, and George Fox
always had a great reputation, so I decided
I wanted to move to the Northwest." Allen

discovered the job opening in an advertisement
on the back of "The Chronicle of Higher

first, there were some caustic comments, which

Education," interviewed, and was chosen as the

actually caused something unexpected; students
stood up for Trayless Tuesday with rebuttals,

provost of George Fox University.
When asked about the changes he would
like to sec happen during his time at GFU he
responded, "I have a vision that George Fox

telling complaining students to "grow up and
use both of their hands." The Bon did not

expect such support.

would be a school of choice — known as one

As of now, there are not any set plans for
expanding Trayless Tuesday. If everything

of the finest small teaching institutions in the

continues to go well, the Bon might try two

experience on the face of the earth." He says
he wants people to choose GFU for the right

days next semester. Every so often they will
evaluate how It is going, and take suggestions
from ASC and students to decide where

everyone wants to go with it.
"No one is saying students cannot take
as much food as they would like to have.
I appreciate everyone's support, very, very
strongly, and their willingness to try something
different and untraditional. I am proud of how
many students have come to me on other days
of the week and said thev do not need a tray,

which was an unexpected benefit of what has
happened," said Lawrence.

MANNY: swinging for the fences
Continued from page 7

country, with the most formative educational
reasons: those that the university is academically
strong, spiritually deep, and socially active. He
says it is what makes George Fox worth the
m o n e y.

"A great university teaches, shapes, and
sends, not just teaches," Allen concludes.
He wants students to know that he truly

believes in the educational experience, that
it is a formationai process in and out of the
classroom.

When asked if he had anything else to

convey to the students. Alien replied, "1 am in a
blucgrass band, looking for a gig."
LA is in a strange, but welcomed,
predicament. For the first time this season, the
starting lineup is intact. The Dodgers have a
high-OBP ieadoff man in Rafael Furcal and a

middle-of-thc-lineup stud in Ramirez. Along
with this hitting combination, the pitching staff
is formidable. Chad Billingsworth and Cory
Wade have established themselves as reliable,
a n d e v e n s t e l l a r, h u r l e r s . A n d To r r e ' s t w o

relievers Jonathan Braxton—3 1/3 innings, no
runs, one hit, five strikeouts against the Cubs—
and Takashi Saito will give a good amount of

security to the Dodgers defense late in games.

But when you think about it, it all comes
down to Mannj'.

shutout victories—and faces its second ranked

Both Washington schools raced out to early

opponent in as many games with a visit to the

3-0 leads, before the Bruins added a score in

5th-ranked University of Puget Sound Saturday

the second half to avoid a shutout. Over the

for a 12:00 noon match.

course of the three games, freshman Brennan

Altringcr added two goals and two assists, while

Vo t . L E V B A I . I .

junior Brian Story had 3 goals and an assist.

George Fox held a share of the Northwest

Fox is now 2-8-3 overall and 1-4-2 in NWC

Conference lead after a 3-1 victory of Yamhill-

play and arc 1-2 going into the final game of a
four-game home stand and will host Pacific
University Wednesday at 4:00 p.m.

County rival Linfield, but the Bruins have
dropped rhrcc marches since to fall to 4-4 in
NWC play.

Over the course of the three game-losing

Womi;n's Soc.fiE.R

streak the Bruins were outhit

A f t e r a t e r r i fi c s t a r t

.293 to .086 and had a 31-kill

to the season, George

deficit (121-90).
Lindscy Hovee led the

Fox has faltered in their
Northwest

Conference

team with 33 kills and added

schedule, losing two in a

17 digs and seven blocks over
that span. Natalie Pickett had
19 kills, four service aces, and

row to Whitman and No.
1 6 W h i u v o r t h o n O c t . 11

and 12, respectively. The

seven blocks, y\shley Sheller
had 14 kills and 23 digs, and

Bruins also lost two in a
row earlier in the NWC

Jessica Morrison had 12 kills

to No. 5 Pugct Sound and

a n d 11 b l o c k s . A l i L e f e b v r e

Lewis & Clark and are now

had a team-high 55.

4-4 in conference plav.
Leading scorer Jenny

George Fox, now 10-8

overall, will try to snap its

McKinsey missed the first

half of the game against

t h r e e - m a t c h s k i d a t P a c i fi c

the Missionaries because

University Wednesday at 7:00

of an injury, while second-

p.m.

the school running. Tuition is compared to

TUITION: Breaking down costs

other private universities in the area as well.

Continued from page 1
When asked about how he thinks t h e
economy will affect enrollment and tuition next
year, he said, "I think it is too soon to know

exactly what will happen. We hope for the best

predict something and have it not be true after
all."

How is tuition determined each year?
President Baker first proposes a budget, it then
trickles down through a board of trustees and
adjustments are made where needed. Also

taken m to account is the cost of groceries gas

professors need to be paid to satisfy their living

needs and how much ti si gon
i g to cost to keep
(•Ktadfag

and then some in his one appearance against
the Brewers, going eight shutout innings while
giving up just two hits and striking out nine.
And of course, closer Brad Lidgc hasn't blown
a save, going 43-for-43, since coming to the

Fenway.

Phillies from Houston.

when all is said and done, don't mean squat.
Enjoy, anyways.

Which brings us to the Dodgers.

Aui.

amount of students who do not return because

of the tuition increase or other unplanned
reasons. "We have seen schools try 'Tuition

Guarantee,' a program which secures the price
of the tuition for the student for all four years
of his enrollment, and have found it turns out

to be a disaster," Goins says.
Electric, heating, and water alone must
cost the university dearly. The number of
classrooms, dorms, apartments,
houses, offices, that all use those
three things each and every day

4

is enormous. On the other hand,

GFU has a master plan to further

11 H
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develop the campus. A new cafeteria
is in this plan, among several other
things. The university must place

a portion of the money aside each
year for projects such as these, or
else nothing will ever be able to be

Editors Note: this article was written

before the Phillies became unbeatable and LA

turned into the Jim Kelley of the MLB. All

everything paid for and funded, and the

04UMM. SMt.lW

And if you know Manny, he'll be swinging
for the fences when it's time to return to

out the budget. It is a struggle between having

FY07^I8

the big inning.
The staff ace, Cole Hamcls, was all that

unknown until the board sits down to write

Current Fund
Expenditures

opportunities are rare. That means putting up
a crooked numbers. To win in October, play for
have a .400-plus on-basc-perccntage.

The goal is that a prospective student would
look at GFU compared to the other schools
and decide it is worth the money for the level of
education he or she is receiving.
The percentage in which tuition rises is

in every circumstance, but I do not want to

In the NLDS offense and big hits are what water prices, electric, Bon Appetit, etc. This'
wins games. The Phillies out-homered the enables the board to figure out how much the
Brewers 5-1. The Dodgers out-homered the
Cubs 4-1. The team hitting more homers in a
game was 4-0 in the NLDS.
The theory is you need to maximize
the runs you score at one time, because

SALE

Need a Halloween costume, but do not
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comments are based off predictions, which,

renovated.
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"We have big plans, they will
just take some time, but eventually,
hopefully, they will be seen to
completion," Goins concludes.

